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Abstract

It has been recently shown that generalized empirical likelihood (GEL) methods can be
used to design score tests for subsets of parameters such that the asymptotic size of the tests is
equal to their nominal size when the nuisance parameters in the model are (strongly) identi�ed.
However, this does not necessarily hold if the nuisance parameters are not identi�ed; and in
such cases there is no guarantee that the standard (�rst-order) asymptotic �2 approximation
of the score statistic will not result in over-rejection of the true value of the parameters of
interest. In this paper we address this problem by proposing a new method of projection-
based score test that guards against the uncontrolled over-rejection of the true value of the
parameters of interest even when the nuisance parameters are not identi�ed, while achieving
asymptotic equivalence with the GEL score tests otherwise.
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1 Introduction

Consider a model with p1 parameters of interest denoted by �1 and the remaining p2 nuisance
parameters by �2. Suppose that the goal is to test hypotheses of the form H : �1 = ��1. Re-
cently Guggenberger and Smith (2005, 2008) showed that generalized empirical likelihood (GEL)
methods can be used to test the hypothesis such that the asymptotic size of the tests is equal to
their nominal size irrespective of the strength of identi�cation of the parameters of interest �1.
This is a signi�cant contribution to the literature because it has been widely documented that
this important result does not generally hold for the conventional Wald, likelihood ratio and score
tests based on the extremum estimation framework [see Stock et al. (2002) for a survey].

The GEL framework is a broad and important subclass of general extremum estimation and
has received lot of attention recently [see, for example, Kitamura and Stutzer (1997), Imbens
(2002), Newey and Smith (2004)]. Guggenberger and Smith (2005), henceforth GS, considered a
test, the GELR� test, based on the likelihood ratio principle, and two tests, the LM� and the S�
tests, based on the score principle. They recommended the LM� test for testing hypotheses of
the form H : �1 = ��1.

However, the nice result of GS does not hold if the nuisance parameters �2 are (close to being)
not identi�ed. In particular, there is no guarantee that the GEL tests will not result in an uncon-
trolled over-rejection of the true value of �1. In this paper we focus on the LM� test that rejects
H : �1 = ��1 at the nominal level � if LM�(��1; �̂2(��1)) > �2p1(1 � �) where �̂2(��1) is the GEL
estimator of �2, restricted by the null hypothesis, and �2p1(1� �) is the 100(1� �)-th quantile of
a (central) chi-squared distribution with p1 degrees of freedom. When the nuisance parameters
are (close to being) not identi�ed, the problem arises because �̂2(��1) is no longer consistent for
�2 even when the null hypothesis is true, and as a result nothing is known about the asymptotic
properties of the LM� test. Although Kleibergen and Mavroeidis (2008) recently showed that the
asymptotic size of a special case of this test based on the continuous updating GMM does not
exceed its nominal size; there is no theoretical result that justi�es the use of the LM� test for the
broader GEL class if the identi�ability condition for the nuisance parameters is not satis�ed.1

The contribution of the present paper is to propose a projection-based version of the LM�

test such that �(i) when �2 is not identi�ed, one can impose any pre-speci�ed upper bound to
the asymptotic size of the new test, and (ii) when �2 is identi�ed, the new test is asymptotically
equivalent to the LM� test proposed by GS against a set of alternatives that contains the usualp
n-local alternatives. As shown in Chaudhuri et al. (2008), Chaudhuri (2008) and Chaudhuri and

Zivot (2008), the projection used in this new test greatly reduces the undesirable loss in power
associated with the usual projection-based tests. In fact, the projection used here makes the new
test �as good as the LM� test�of GS whenever the latter is guaranteed to work. The new test is
motivated by Robins (2004), and similar methods were also proposed by Dufour (1990), Berger
and Boos (1994) and Silvapulle (1996). Our result naturally extends to the other form of score
test, the S� test, but not to the GELR� test.

1Notwithstanding, GS mentioned that Monte Carlo simulations (not reported in their paper) showed that the
size properties of the LM� test �are not much a¤ected by the strength or weakness of identi�cation of��2. It will
be interesting to establish this result analytically following the approach of Kleibergen and Mavroeidis. However,
this is beyond the scope of the present short note which focuses on the projection-based methods.
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We use the following notations throughout. If A = [A1; : : : ; Abc] is an a � bc matrix then
vecA = [A01; : : : ; A

0
bc]
0, deveccA0 =

�
(A1; : : : ; Ac)

0; : : : ; (A(b�1)c+1; : : : ; Abc)
0� and kAk is the positive

square root of the largest eigenvalue of A0A. If A is full column rank then P (A) = A(A0A)�1A0

and N (A) = Ia � P (A) where Ia is the a� a identity matrix. If A is a symmetric positive semi-
de�nite matrix then A

1
2 is the lower-triangular Cholesky factor of A such that A = A

1
2A

1
2

0
. For

any function x(wt) we usually suppress its dependence on the data and, unless confusing, denote

it by xt and its sample (simple) average by �x. Lastly, we use
P�!, d�! to denote convergence in

probability and distribution respectively, A� to denote �asymptotically follows�and the acronym
w.p.a. for �with probability approaching�.

2 The GEL framework

Let g : S �� 7! Rk be such that for the sample of observations fwt 2 S � Rl : t = 1; : : : ; ng,

E[g(wt; �)] = 0 if � = �0;

6= 0 if � 6= �0.
(2.1)

Equation (2.1) gives k � p > 0 moment restrictions for inference on p unknown elements of �
where p and k are �xed and �nite numbers. Partition � = (�01; �

0
2)
0 such that for i = 1; 2, the

pi � 1 sub-vector �i = (�0ia; �0ib)0 where pi = pia + pib and p = p1 + p2.

Let � : O 7! R where O � R is an open interval containing 0 and let �n(�) = f� 2 Rk :
�0gt(�) 2 O for t = 1; : : : ; n}. The GEL criterion function is de�ned by

Q̂�;n(�; �) = n
�1

nX
t=1

�(�0gt(�))� �(0):

In the following, unless there is a chance of confusion, we omit the subscripts � and n that
respectively denote the choice of the function � (leading to various types of GEL such as continuous
updating GMM, empirical likelihood, exponential tilting) and the sample size involved. The GEL
estimator b� is de�ned as

�̂ = argmin
�2�

sup
�2�n(�)

Q̂(�; �):

We list below the assumptions made following GS. Some of our assumptions are slightly
stronger than those in GS because of three reasons �(i) we explicitly consider the power of the
LM� test for subsets of parameters against

p
n-local alternatives for the (strongly) identi�ed com-

ponents and �xed alternatives for the rest, (ii) we allow for identi�cation failure of the nuisance
parameters �2 and (iii) it eases the exposition without obscuring the basic idea behind the new
projection-based LM� test.

Assumption �: � = �1 � �2 where for i = 1; 2, let �i = �ia � �ib and for j = a; b, let �0ij 2
interior(�ij) where �ij � Rpij is compact.

More notations: For j = a; b, let pj = p1j + p2j , �j = (�01j ; �
0
2j)

0 and �j = �1j � �2j . This
notation is used to regroup the weakly identi�ed parameters as �a and the (strongly) identi�ed
parameters as �b (as de�ned in Assumption ID). Ni 2 �i is used generically to denote some
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open neighborhood containing �0i for i = 1; 2; 1a; 1b; 2a; 2b; a; b. Statements such as �A holds for
�i 2 Ni � should be read as �there exists an open neighborhood Ni � �i containing �0i such that
A holds for �i 2 Ni�.

Assumption ID:

(i) E[�g(�)] = n�1=2 ~mn(�) +m(�b) where ~mn(�) : � 7! Rk and m(�b) : �b 7! Rk are continuous
functions such that ~mn(�)! ~m(�) uniformly on �, ~m(�) is continuous with ~m(�0) = 0 and
m(�b) = 0 if and only if �b = �0b.

(ii) ~Mn(�) = [ ~Mn1(�); ~Mn2(�)] is bounded and continuous, where for i = 1; 2, the matrix
~Mni(�) = @ ~mn(�)=@�i = [ ~Mnia(�); ~Mnib(�)] converges uniformly to a bounded and con-
tinuous matrix [ ~Mia(�); ~Mib(�)] = ~Mi(�) for � 2 �a �Nb.

(iii) m(�b) is continuously di¤erentiable in �b 2 Nb. M(�b) = @m(�b)=@�b = [M1(�b);M2(�b)]
where for i = 1; 2, Mi(�b) = @m(�b)=@�ib 2 Rk�pib . M(�b) is bounded, continuous and has
full column rank at �0b.

Assumption �:

(i) � is concave on its domain O.

(ii) � is twice continuously di¤erentiable in its domain. De�ning �j(v) = @
j�(v)=@vj for j = 1; 2

and �j = �j(0), let �1 = �2 = �1.

Assumption S: The following are assumed to hold for each �1 2 �1a�N1b (wherever applicable):

(i) max1�t�n sup�22�2 kgt(�1; �2)k = op(n1=2), �g(�1; �2) is integrable for all �2 2 �2 and �g(�1; �2)�
E[�g(�1; �2)] = op(1) uniformly in �2 2 �2.

(ii.a) gt(�) is twice continuously di¤erentiable in � 2 �.

(ii.b) Let Gt(�) = @gt(�)=@� = [Gt1(�); Gt2(�)] where for i = 1; 2, Gti(�) = @gt(�)=@�i =
[Gtia(�); Gtib(�)]. Assume that �G(�1; �2) = E[ �G(�1; �2)] + op(1) for �2 2 �2a � N2b where
E[ �G(�1; �2)] = @E[�g(�1; �2)]=@� = n

�1=2 ~Mn(�) + [0;M1(�b); 0;M2(�b)] by imposing the in-
terchangeability of the order of di¤erentiation and integration (and from assumption ID).

(ii.c) For � 2 �a�Nb, there exists Gia(�) bounded and continuous in � such that n�1
Pn
t=1 @vec(Gtia(�))=@�b�

Gia(�) = op(1).

(iii) n�1=2
Pn
t=1 vec (gt(�ab0)� E[gt(�ab0)]; Gta(�ab0)� E[Gta(�ab0)])

0 d�! [	0g(�ab0);	
0
a(�ab0)]

0 where
�ab0 = (�

0
a; �

0
0b)

0,

[	0g(�ab0);	
0
a(�ab0)]

0 � N

0B@0; V (�ab0) =
264 Vgg(�ab0)

k�k
Vga(�ab0)
k�kpa

Vag(�ab0)
kpa�k

Vaa(�ab0)
kpa�kpa

375
1CA :

	a(�ab0) = [	
0
1a(�ab0);	

0
2a(�ab0)]

0, Vga(�ab0) = [Vg1(�ab0); Vg2(�ab0)] = Vag(�ab0)
0 and Vaa(�ab0) =

(Vij(�ab0))i;j=1;2 are partitioned following the partition of �a = (�
0
1a; �

0
2a)

0. Vag(�) is bounded
and continuous and Vgg(�) is positive de�nite, bounded and continuous in � 2 �a � f�0bg.
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(iv) For � 2 �a � Nb, let [V̂gg(�); V̂ga(�)] = n�1
Pn
t=1 gt(�)[gt(�)

0; vec(Gta(�))0]. Assume that
V̂ga(�) = Vga(�)+op(1) uniformly in �2b 2 N2b and is bounded in probability and continuous.
V̂gg(�) = �gg(�) + op(1) uniformly in �b 2 N1b � �2b for some �gg(�) that is uniformly
bounded on �2b 2 �2b, continuous at �0b and �gg(�a; �0b) = Vgg(�a; �0b). V̂gg(�) is bounded
in probability, continuous and positive de�nite.2

3 Score test and projection-based score test

Usual score test

The LM� statistic (henceforth, LM) of GS is de�ned as

LM(�) = n�g(�)0V̂
� 1
2

gg (�)P

�
V̂
� 1
2

0

gg (�)D̂(�)

�
V̂
� 1
2

0

gg (�)�g(�) (3.1)

where D̂(�) = [D̂1(�); D̂2(�)] and D̂i(�) = n�1
Pn
t=1 �1(�(�)

0gt(�)) [Gtia(�); Gtib(�)] = [D̂ia(�); D̂ib(�)]

for i = 1; 2. For a �xed �, �(�) is de�ned as Q̂(�; �(�)) = sup�2�n(�) Q̂(�; �) [see Lemma A.1].

The LM test of GS rejects H : �1 = ��1 at nominal level � if

LM sub
� (��1) := LM(��1; �̂2(��1)) > �

2
p1(1� �)

where the restricted GEL estimator �̂2(��1) is de�ned by �̂2(��1) = argmin�22�2 sup�2�n(��1;�2) Q̂(��1; �2; �),

and under our assumptions solves the �rst order condition D̂2(��1; �̂2(��1)) = 0.

GS showed that when p2a = 0, i.e. when the nuisance parameters �2 are identi�ed, the
asymptotic size of this test is equal to the nominal size �. However, no such result was established
for the case p2a > 0. The problem arises in the latter case because without identi�cation it is
not possible to estimate the nuisance parameters consistently (even �̂2(�01) does not converge
in probability to the true value �02). Hence it is not clear how one can justify the use of this
test without pre-testing the identi�ability of the nuisance parameters. Pre-testing, while popular
among applied researchers, can lead to signi�cant upward distortion of size of the (�nal) test for
H : �1 = ��1 unless proper (and often di¢ cult) size-adjustments are made [see Hall et al. (1996)].

New projection-based score test

In the following we describe a new test based on the LM statistic to avoid this problem. In partic-
ular, one can use the new test without any pre-test for identi�cation of the nuisance parameters,
and still put any pre-speci�ed upper bound to the asymptotic size of the test. Moreover, if the
nuisance parameters are identi�ed, the new test is asymptotically equivalent to the LM test of
GS for the alternatives considered in this paper.

Note that for any �, the LM statistic in (3.1) can be expressed as the sum of squares of two
vectors that are orthogonal by construction, i.e.,

LM(�) = LM2(�) + LM1:2(�):

2Since the setup only allows for i.i.d data or martingale di¤erence sequences, and given that for � as de�ned in
Assumption S(iv) we have E[�g(�)] = Op(n�1=2), the convergence results in assumption S(iv) are not unreasonable.
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LM2(�) is a quadratic form in the gradient (score) for �2. This is the LM statistic (of GS) that
can used to test hypotheses of the form �2 = ��2 when �1 is known and is given by

LM2(�) = n�g(�)
0V̂
� 1
2

gg (�)P

�
V̂
� 1
2

0

gg (�)D̂2(�)

�
V̂
� 1
2

0

gg (�)�g(�): (3.2)

The statistic LM1:2(�) is what is typically known in the maximum likelihood literature as the
e¢ cient LM (score) statistic for �1 [see Chaudhuri (2008)]. It is a quadratic form in the (sample)
e¢ cient gradient for �1 and is given by

LM1:2(�) = n�g(�)
0V̂
� 1
2

gg (�)P

�
N

�
V̂
� 1
2

0

gg (�)D̂2(�)

�
V̂
� 1
2

0

gg (�)D̂1(�)

�
V̂
� 1
2

0

gg (�)�g(�): (3.3)

The rejection rule of the new projection-based score test for H : �1 = ��1 is described by the
indicator function �n(��1) = 1 where

�n(��1) = 1 if inf
��22C2(1��;��1)=f��2:LM2(��1;��2)��2p2 (1��)g

LM1:2(��1; ��2) > �
2
p1(1� �)

= 0 otherwise.
(3.4)

In Assumption ID(i) we modeled the two components �1a and �1b of the parameters of interest
�1 as weakly identi�ed and strongly identi�ed respectively. As a result, with large number of
observations the power curve along the axes of the identi�ed components converges to 1 rapidly
as the distance between ��1b and �01b (i.e. hypothesized value and true value) increases, whereas
the power curve remains relatively �at along the axes of the weakly identi�ed components even
for very large distance between ��1a and �01a. Hence our analytical discussion only considersp
n-local alternatives for �1b and �xed alternatives for �1a to ensure non-trivial power along all

axes. In other words, we allow the hypothesized value ��1 to belong to the set�n1 as de�ned below.

Hypothesized Value of �1: ��1 2 �n1 = �1a��n1b where �n1b = f�n1b = �01b+n�1=2d1b for some
�xed d1b 2 Rp1b such that �n1b 2 �1bg.

Similarly, de�ne �n2 and in the following, let �n1 and �n2 denote any arbitrary element of
�n1 and �n2 respectively. In Lemma 3.1 we describe the properties of the LM2 and the LM1:2

statistics, evaluated at (�n1; �n2), based on which we further describe the properties of the new
projection-based score test in Theorem 3.2.

Lemma 3.1 Under assumptions �, ID, � and S, the following results hold for �abn = (�
0
n1; �

0
n2)

0:

(i) LM2(�abn)
d�! g�(�ab0)

0P (D�2(�ab0)) g
�(�ab0)

(ii) LM1:2(�abn)
d�! g�(�ab0)

0P (N (D�2(�ab0))D
�
1(�ab0)) g

�(�ab0)

where g�(�ab0) = V
�1=20
gg (�ab0)(	g(�ab0) + [ ~m(�ab0) +M(�0b)db]), D

�
i (�ab0) = [D

�
ia(�ab0); D

�
ib(�ab0)]

with D�ia(�ab0) = �V
�1=20
gg (�ab0)deveck

�
	i:g(�ab0)�

�
Gia(�ab0)db � Vig(�ab0)V �1gg (�ab0)[ ~m(�ab0) +M(�0b)db]

��
,

D�ib(�ab0) = �V �1=2
0

gg (�ab0)Mi(�0b) and 	i:g(�ab0) = 	ia(�ab0) � Vig(�ab0)V �1gg (�ab0)	g(�ab0) for
i = 1; 2:
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Remarks: We make the following remarks on the LM2 and the LM1:2 statistics respectively:

(i) LM2(�0)
A� �2p2 and hence under H : �1 = ��1, the region C2(1 � �; ��1) will contain the

true value �02 of the nuisance parameters �2 w.p.a. (1 � �). Now suppose that p2a = 0,

i.e. all the nuisance parameters are (strongly) identi�ed. Then, LM2(�abn)
A� �2p2(ncp =

�2(�ab0)
0�2(�ab0)) where �2(�ab0) = P (D�2b(�ab0))V

�1=20
gg (�ab0) [ ~m(�ab0) +M(�0b)db]. Hence

LM2(�) diverges to in�nity with probability 1 when evaluated outside the
p
n-neighborhood

of �02b, the true value of the nuisance parameters. Therefore, if p2a = 0, the region C2(1�
�; ��1) can only contain �n2b in the

p
n-neighborhood of �02b with positive probability.

(ii) LM1:2(�0)
A� �2p1 . Now suppose that p2a = 0, i.e. all the nuisance parameters are (strongly)

identi�ed. Then, conditional on 	1:g(�ab0),

LM1:2(�abn)
d�! LM1:2(�ab0)

A� �2p1(ncp = �1:2(�ab0)
0�1:2(�ab0)) (3.5)

where �1:2(�ab0) = P (N (D
�
2b(�ab0))D

�
1(�ab0))V

� 1
2

0

gg (�ab0) [ ~m(�ab0) +M(�0b)db]. That is, the
asymptotic distribution is the same for all �n2b, including �02b and �̂2b(��1) (which GS
showed to belong to the

p
n-neighborhood of �02b). The result holds unconditionally as well

(although in that case the limiting distribution is no longer �2p1). Hence, by virtue of the
form of the LM1:2 statistic, we can achieve asymptotic equivalence irrespective of whether
the unknown (strongly identi�ed) nuisance parameters are replaced by their true value or
by any

p
n-consistent estimator. This is not possible with the other forms of LM statistic

that are typically used in the econometrics literature [see Chaudhuri (2008)].

Theorem 3.2 Under assumptions �, ID, � and S, the following results hold for ��1 2 �n1:

(i) if ��1 = �01 then limn!1E�01 [�n(��1)] � � + �

(ii) if p2a = 0 then limn!1
�
E�01 [�n(��1)]� Pr�01

�
LM1:2(��1; �02) > �2p1(1� �)

��
= 0:

We discuss the results of Theorem 3.2 in reverse order (this re�ects our perception of the impor-
tance of the results). When the nuisance parameters are identi�ed, i.e. when p2a = 0, Theorem
3.2(ii) shows that for the alternatives considered in this paper, the new test is asymptotically
equivalent to an infeasible test that rejects H : �1 = ��1 if LM1:2(��1; �02) > �2p1(1 � �). And
this result holds irrespective of the choice of � 2 (0; 1 � �). The latter test is infeasible be-
cause it uses the unknown true value �02 of the nuisance parameters. GS showed that �̂2(��1)
belongs to the

p
n-neighborhood of �02. Hence from Lemma 3.1(ii) (and Remarks(ii)) it fol-

lows that the infeasible test is asymptotically equivalent to the test that rejects H : �1 = ��1 if
LM1:2(��1; �̂2(��1)) > �2p1(1 � �). Further, note that D̂2(��1; �̂2(��1)) = 0 under our assumptions
and therefore LM1:2(��1; �̂2(��1)) = LM(��1; �̂2(��1)), i.e. the LM sub

� statistic of GS. The asymp-
totic equivalence between the new projection-based score and GS�s LM test (with nominal level
�) follows from the above argument.

This asymptotic equivalence is an interesting result. By its de�nition �̂2(��1) is always con-
tained in the region C2(1��; ��1) and hence inf��22C2(1��;��1)=f��2:LM2(��1;��2)��2p2 (1��)g LM1:2(��1; ��2) �
LM1:2(��1; �̂2(��1)). Therefore for any choice of �, the LM test of GS is more powerful than the
new test. However, the di¤erence in power vanishes asymptotically as sample size increases. Note
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that this result only holds because of the use of the e¢ cient score statistic LM1:2 and will not
hold for other forms of the score statistic used in the literature [see Chaudhuri (2008)]. Simu-
lation results in Chaudhuri and Zivot (2008) and Zivot and Chaudhuri (2008) with reasonably
small sample size also corroborate this fact for the continuous updating GMM (a subclass of GEL).

Theorem 3.2(i) shows that the asymptotic size of the new projection-based score test cannot
exceed � + �. 3 Simulations by Chaudhuri and his co-authors indicate that � + � is a conserva-
tive upper bound for the asymptotic size even when the nuisance parameters are not identi�ed.
Hence, if � is the desired asymptotic size of the test, practitioners can safely choose � = � and set
� to 1% or 5% or 10% (as desired) and thus achieve asymptotic equivalence with the (nominal)
level-� score test of GS when the latter is guaranteed to work and at the same time avoiding an
uncontrolled over-rejection of the true parameter values otherwise.

The result of this paper is new in the econometrics literature. While Chaudhuri et al. (2008)
and Chaudhuri and Zivot (2008) discuss this method in the context of split-sample score test
of Dufour and Jasiak (2001) in the linear instrumental variables regression and the K test of
Kleibergen (2005) based on continuous updating GMM, it is now known that there exists other
tests that achieve the same purpose in those contexts [see Kleibergen (2007) and Kleibergen
and Mavroeidis (2008)]. However, to the best of our knowledge, no test (except the �usual,
conservative�projection-based ones) has been proposed yet that can be reliably applied to test
for subsets of parameters in the context of generalized empirical likelihood irrespective of the
identi�cation failure of any parameters in the model. Our work in this paper was an attempt
to �ll this gap by avoiding an uncontrolled over-rejection of the true value of the parameters
of interest even when the nuisance parameters are not identi�ed, while achieving asymptotic
equivalence with the GS�s GEL score test that (arguably) works the best otherwise.

A Appendix

Lemma A.1 Suppose assumptions �, ID, � and S hold. Then for �abn = (�
0
n1; �

0
n2)

0 there exists
�(�abn) 2 �n(�abn) w.p.a.1 such that �(�abn) = �V �1gg (�ab0)�g(�abn)+op(1) where �ab0 is as de�ned
in assumption S(iii).

Proof: First note that for n large enough �nib 2 Nib for i = 1; 2. Then we verify the conditions
of Lemma 8 in GS with �n = f�abng by noting that �(i) max1�t�n kgt(�abn)k = op(n�1=2) using
assumption S(i); (ii) the minimum eigen-value of V̂gg(�abn) is bounded away from 0 w.p.a.1 using
assumption S(iv); and (iii) since n1=2E[�g(�ab0)]! ~m(�ab0), a mean value expansion gives

1p
n

nX
t=1

gt(�abn) =
1p
n

nX
t=1

gt(�ab0) +
1

n

nX
t=1

Gtb(�ab0)db + op(1)

d�! 	g(�ab0) + [ ~m(�ab0) +M(�0b)db] = Op(1) (A.1)

using assumptions ID, S(i)-(iii).
Hence, using the di¤erentiability of Q̂(�; �) with respect to �, we conclude that there exists

�(�abn) 2 �n(�abn) satisfying the �rst order condition n�1
Pn
t=1 �1(�(�abn)

0gt(�abn))gt(�abn) = 0

3Actually, since LM2(�) and LM1:2(�) are quadratic forms of orthogonal vectors, the upper bound can be made
tighter � + � � ��. However, in practice � and � are likely to be small and hence the tighter bound does not have
much practical signi�cance.
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w.p.a.1 and �(�abn) = Op(n
�1=2). Therefore, using assumption �, a mean value expansion gives

0 = �gn(�abn) +

"
1

n

nX
t=1

�2(
~�
0
gt(�abn))gt(�abn)gt(�abn)

0

#
�(�abn)

for some ~� between 0 and �(�abn) = Op(n
�1=2). Hence, using assumption S(iv) (and (iii)) and the

same technique as in derivation of equation (A.5) in GS, we get �(�abn) = �V �1gg (�ab0)�g(�abn) +
op(1).

Lemma A.2 Suppose assumptions �, ID, � and S hold. Let �abn = (�
0
n1; �

0
n2)

0 and let Dn(�) =
D̂(�)Tn where Tn = diag(n1=211�p1a ; 11�p1a ; n

1=211�p1a ; 11�p1a). Then

Dn(�abn)
d�! Dy(�ab0) =

h
Dy1a(�ab0); D

y
1b(�ab0); D

y
2a(�ab0); D

y
2b(�ab0)

i
(A.2)

where �ab0 is as de�ned in assumption S(iii), and for i = 1; 2,

vec(Dyia(�ab0)) = �	i:g(�ab0)�
�
Gia(�ab0)db � Vig(�ab0)V �1gg (�ab0)[ ~m(�ab0) +M(�0b)db]

�
Dyib(�ab0) = �Mi(�0b)

where 	i:g(�ab0) = 	ia(�ab0)� Vig(�ab0)V �1gg (�ab0)	g(�ab0) and is independent of 	g(�ab0).

Proof: Note that Dn(�abn) = D̂(�abn)Tn = n�1
Pn
t=1 �1(�(�abn)

0gt(�abn))Gt(�abn)Tn. A mean
value expansion gives �1(�(�abn)

0gt(�abn)) = �1(0) + �2(~vt)gt(�abn)
0�(�abn) for some ~vt between 0

and gt(�abn)
0�(�abn) = Op(n

�1=2). Therefore, using the same technique as in Lemma A.1 and its
result, and using ~Gt(�abn) to denote Gt(�abn)Tn we get

vec(Dn(�abn)) = � 1
n

nX
t=1

vec( ~Gt(�abn)) +
1

n

nX
t=1

�2(~vt)vec( ~Gt(�abn))gt(�abn)
0�(�abn)

= � 1
n

nX
t=1

vec( ~Gt(�abn)) +
1

n

nX
t=1

�2(~vt)vec( ~Gt(�abn))gt(�abn)
0V �1gg (�ab0)�g(�abn) + op(1)

= vec(Dn1a(�abn); Dn1b(�abn); Dn2a(�abn); Dn2b(�abn)) + op(1)

where for i = 1; 2;

vec(Dnia(�abn)) = � 1p
n

nX
t=1

vec(Gtia(�abn)) + Vig(�ab0)V
�1
gg (�ab0)

1p
n

nX
t=1

gt(�abn)

vec(Dnib(�abn)) = �vec( �Gib(�abn)) +
1

n

nX
t=1

�2(~vt)vec( ~Gtib(�abn))gt(�abn)
0V �1gg (�ab0)�g(�abn):

It follows directly from assumptions ID and S(i),(ii) and (iv) that Dnib(�abn) +Mi(�0b) = op(1).
Now to �nd the limit of Dnia(�abn), note that by a mean value expansion

1p
n

nX
t=1

vec(Gtia(�abn)) =
1p
n

nX
t=1

vec(Gtia(�ab0))+
1

n

nX
t=1

@vec(Gtia(�ab0))

@�b
db+op(1)

d�! 	ia(�ab0)+Gia(�ab0)db:
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Thus, using (A.1) we get vec(Dnia(�abn))
d�! �[	ia(�ab0)+Gia(�ab0)db]+Vig(�ab0)V �1gg (�ab0)[	g(�ab0)+

~m(�ab0) +M(�0b)db] = �	i:g(�ab0) �
�
Gia(�ab0)db � Vig(�ab0)V �1gg (�ab0)[ ~m(�ab0) +M(�0b)db]

�
for

i = 1; 2. From assumption S(iii), we know that 	i:g(�ab0) = 	ia(�ab0)�Vig(�ab0)V �1gg (�ab0)	g(�ab0)
and 	g(�ab0) are uncorrelated by construction, and hence they are independent because they are
normally distributed.

Proof of Lemma 3.1: Let Dn(�) be as de�ned in Lemma A.2. Then using the fact that Tn is
nonsingular, it is easy to see from (3.2) and (3.3) that LM2(�) and LM1:2(�) are invariant to the

post-multiplication of D̂(�) by Tn. Hence noting that V̂
� 1
2

gg (�abn)�V
� 1
2

gg (�ab0) = op(1), the results
follow from (A.1) and Lemma A.2.

Proof of Theorem 3.2: Under our assumptions there exists �̂2(��1) such that D̂2(��1; �̂2(��1)) =
0 and hence LM2(��1; �̂2(��1)) = 0. Therefore, C2(1 � �; ��1) is always nonempty and hence
inf��22C2(1��;��1)=f��2:LM2(��1;��2)��2p2 (1��)g LM1:2(��1; ��2) exists.

(i) Moreover, C2(1� �; �01) contains �02 w.p.a. (1� �). Therefore,

lim
n!1

E�01�n(�01)

= lim
n!1

Pr�01

�
inf

��22C2(1��;�01)
LM1:2(�01; ��2) > �

2
p1(1� �)

�
� 1� lim

n!1
Pr�01

�
f�02 2 C2(1� �; �01)g \ f inf

��22C2(1��;�01)
LM1:2(�01; ��2) � �2p1(1� �)g

�
= 1� lim

n!1
Pr�01

�
inf

��22C2(1��;�01)
LM1:2(�01; ��2) � �2p1(1� �) j �02 2 C2(1� �; �01)

�
� lim
n!1

Pr�01 [ �02 2 C2(1� �; �01)]

� 1� lim
n!1

Pr�01
�
LM1:2(�01; �02) � �2p1(1� �)

�
lim
n!1

Pr�01 [ �02 2 C2(1� �; �01)]

� 1� (1� �)(1� �)
� � + �:

(ii) Lemma 3.1(i) also implies that when p2a = 0, the set C2(1 � �; ��1) is contained in thep
n-neighborhood of �02 w.p.a.1 under the conditions of the Theorem. Hence �inf2 (��1), where the

in�mum inf��22C2(1��;��1) LM1:2(��1; ��2) is attained, is also in the
p
n-neighborhood of �02. Hence

Lemma 3.1(i) directly applies and gives the local asymptotic equivalence of the tests.
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